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The Other Daughter Lisa Gardner
When the daughter of FBI Special Agent Pierce Quincy dies suddenly, the death is ruled an accident, until investigator
Rainie Conner uncovers evidence that points to a killer with the ability to unleash his victims' innermost fears.
THE PERFECT HUSBAND Jim Beckett was everything Tess had ever dreamed of ... But two years after Tess married
Jim and bore his child, she helped put him behind bars for savagely murdering ten women. Now he's escaped, and with
the help of a burned-out ex-Marine,Tess learns how to protect herself and her daughter as a gigantic manhunt counts
down to this terrifying reunion between husband and wife...THE OTHER DAUGHTER In Texas, a man goes to the
electric chair for the torture and murder of six children. In Boston an unconscious nine-year-old girl has been admitted to
ER. When she comes round, she remembers nothing about herself or her past. She's adopted and raised as Melanie by
Dr Stokes and his wife whose own daughter Meagan was tragically murdered. Twenty years later, someone is targeting
the family, sending grotesque messages. And in a horrible twist, a journalist approaches Melanie and tells her that her
birth father was the executed murderer...THE THIRD VICTIM A horrific shooting has ripped apart the sleepy town of
Bakersville, but although a boy has confessed to the crime, evidence shows he may not be guilty. Officer Rainie Conner
is caught up in the controversy. It's hitting too close to home, bringing back memories of her own past. But she has to find
the real killer. With the help of FBI profiler Pierce Quincy, Rainie comes closer to a deadly truth than she can imagine.
"Detective DD Warren and Flora Dane must work together to establish what really happened in an apparently open-andclosed murder case, and whether the perpetrator is innocent - or guilty as charged"--Goodreads.com.
When a young wife and mother disappears from her suburban home, it's not long before the cops have their first suspect:
the missing woman's husband, whose behavior is distinctly suspicious.
Twenty years ago, Melanie Stokes was abandoned in a Boston hospital, then adopted by a wealthy young couple. Gifted
with loving parents, a doting brother, and an indulgent uncle, Melanie has always considered herself lucky. Until the first
cryptic, threatening note arrives: “You Get What You Deserve.” Melanie has no memory of her life before the adoption.
Now someone wants her to remember it all—even the darkest nightmare the Stokes family ever faced: the murder of their
first daughter. As Melanie pursues every lead and chases every shadow in search of her real identity, two seemingly
unrelated events from her past will come together in a dangerous explosion of truth. BONUS: This edition contains an
excerpt from Lisa Gardner's Love You More.
In this unprecedented collaboration, twenty-three of the world's favourite crime writers bring you original, co-written short
stories featuring teir much loved series characters.
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • A desperate manhunt ensues for a killer who preys upon his victims’ minds—just
before he claims their lives—in this blockbuster novel from #1 bestselling author Lisa Gardner. What do you do when a
killer targets the people you love the most? When he knows how to make them vulnerable? When he knows the same
about you? These are the questions that haunt FBI Special Agent Pierce Quincy. The police say his daughter’s death
was an accident. Quincy will risk everything to learn the truth—and there’s only one person willing to help. Ex-cop Rainie
Connor had once been paired professionally—and personally—with the brilliant FBI profiler. He helped her through the
darkest days of her life. Now it’s time for Rainie to return the favor. But this killer is like none these two hard-boiled pros
have ever encountered. This twisted psychopath has an insatiable hunger for revenge...and for fear. As the clock ticks
down to one unspeakably intimate act of vengeance, the only way Rainie can unmask this killer is to step directly in his
murderous path. She will become a murder waiting to happen. She will be . . . the next accident.
#1 New York Times bestseller Lisa Gardner returns with an unpredictable thriller that puts fan favorites D. D. Warren and
Flora Dane on a shocking new case that begins with a vicious murder and gets darker from there. A man is dead, shot
three times in his home office. But his computer has been shot twelve times, and when the cops arrive, his pregnant wife
is holding the gun. D. D. Warren arrives on the scene and recognizes the woman—Evie Carter—from a case many years
back. Evie's father was killed in a shooting that was ruled an accident. But for D.D., two coincidental murders is too
many. Flora Dane sees the murder of Conrad Carter on the TV news and immediately knows his face. She remembers a
night when she was still a victim—a hostage—and her captor knew this man. Overcome with guilt that she never tracked
him down, Flora is now determined to learn the truth of Conrad's murder. But D.D. and Flora are about to discover that in
this case the truth is a devilishly elusive thing. As layer by layer they peel away the half-truths and outright lies, they
wonder: How many secrets can one family have?
When shy Maggie Ferringer reports for jury duty, she is abducted by escaped convict Cain Cannon, who reveals the
circumstances of his wrongful arrest and who an increasingly enamored Maggie resolves to prove innocent.
A Child's Keeper Elizabeth Guiness had her work cut out for her. Her precocious young charge quoted morbid statistics twentyfour hours a day, desperately seeking just one ounce of his father's affection. But brilliant scientist Richard Keaton seemed
incapable of love—especially after the murder that had left Andrew motherless and Richard the prime suspect…. Though everyone
believed Richard to be guilty, Liz knew she couldn't blindly trust either the rumors or her attraction to her intensely private
employer. But she was hell-bent on unlocking his heart's demons and reuniting his fractured family—until she realized that getting
involved just might get her killed….
Each time he struck, he took two victims. Day after day, he waited for the first body to be discovered--a body containing all the
clues the investigators needed to find the second victim, who waited...prey to a slow but certain death. The clock ticked--salvation
was possible. The police were never in time. Years have passed; but for this killer, time has stood still. As a heat wave of epic
proportions descends, the game begins again. Two girls have disappeared...and the clock is ticking. Rookie FBI agent Kimberly
Quincy knows the killer’s deadline can be met. But she’ll have to break some rules to beat an exactingly vicious criminal at a
game he’s had time to perfect. For the Killing Hour has arrived....
THE NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER “An utterly absorbing story about troubled families and twisted fates. You won’t be able
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to put it down—and it will haunt you long after you turn the final page.”—Shari Lapena “A complex crime scene, a missing girl, a
ticking clock: no one writes a more page-turning, gut-wrenching thriller.”—Tess Gerritsen In #1 New York Times bestselling author
Lisa Gardner's latest twisty thrill ride, Detective D. D. Warren and Find Her's Flora Dane return in a race against the clock to either
save a young girl's life...or bring her to justice. The home of a family of five is now a crime scene: four of them savagely murdered,
one—a sixteen-year-old girl—missing. Was she lucky to have escaped? Or is her absence evidence of something sinister? Detective
D. D. Warren is on the case—but so is survivor-turned-avenger Flora Dane. Seeking different types of justice, they must make
sense of the clues left behind by a young woman who, whether as victim or suspect, is silently pleading, Look for me.
Pregnant teenager Delilah Rose enlists the assistance of FBI agent Kimberly Quincy to investigate the disappearances of young
women whom no one else will notice are gone, including runaways, high-risk teens, and prostitutes.
Detective D. D. Warren has four days to stop a killer in this “shocking…‘must read’”* from #1 New York Times bestselling author
Lisa Gardner—one of Library Journal's Best Thrillers of the Year. Charlene Grant believes she is going to die. For the past few
years, her childhood friends have been murdered one by one. Same day. Same time. Now she’s the last of her friends alive, and
she’s counting down the final four days of her life until January 21st. Charlene doesn’t plan on going down without a fight. She
has taken up boxing, shooting, and running. She also wants Boston’s top homicide detective, D. D. Warren, to handle the
investigation. But as D. D. delves deeper into the case, she starts to question the woman’s story. Instinct tells her that Charlene
may not be in any danger at all. If that’s true, the woman must have a secret—one so terrifying that it alone could be the greatest
threat of all. *Associated Press
Sergeant Detective D. D. Warren confronts the strangest case of her career in this exclusive eBook short story by #1 New York
Times bestselling author Lisa Gardner. A USA Today and Wall Street Journal Bestseller! D. D. Warren was pretty sure she'd seen
it all. Then a man walks into police headquarters, attempting desperately to convince the squad that he's dead. Explaining to him
that he's very much alive, they finally send him on his way...and then hours later, he turns up actually dead. And it's on D. D.
Warren to figure out how and why the dead man died...twice. Plus: An early look at Gardner's next riveting thriller, Never Tell.
In Huntsville, a man goes to the electric chair for the kidnap, torture and murder of six small children. In Boston, a nine year old girl
has been admitted to ER, unconscious and full of morphine. She remembers nothing about herself or her past.

When Justin and Libby Denbe, along with their beautiful 15-year-old daughter, disappear, investigator Tessa Leone must
race against time to expose the Denbes' darkest secrets to discover who would want to kidnap such a perfect little family
and just how far they are willing to go. Reprint. One million first printing.
FBI Profiler Pierce Quincy and Officer Rainie Conner return in a baffling cold case in this short story from #1 New York
Times bestselling author Lisa Gardner. A young woman is found strangled in the stairwell of a college library, only her
sneakers missing. With no physical evidence, no signs of sexual assault, and no witnesses, all the police have to go on
are the three men who were in the library with her: her boyfriend and two campus security guards...all of whom have
secrets, none of whom can be proven guilty. Five years later, ex-FBI profiler Pierce Quincy and his wife, former police
officer Rainie Conner, agree to consult on the still-unsolved case, delving into deep background to comb for any clue that
will lead to the woman's murderer. But with no leads and the case colder than the body, will they be able to build a case
against one of the three suspects, or is there a fourth man out there? And if the killer has eluded the police this long, how
far will he go to ensure justice is never served? Includes an excerpt of Lisa Gardner’s bestselling thriller, Right Behind
You.
In Texas a serial killer is executed, taking to his grave the identity of his only child. In Boston a nine-year-old girl is
abandoned in a hospital, then adopted by a wealthy young couple. Twenty years later, Melanie Stokes still considers
herself lucky. Until... Melanie had lost all memory of her life before the adoption, and now someone wants to give it back.
Even if it includes the darkest nightmare the Stokes family ever faced: the murder of their first daughter in Texas. As
Melanie pursues every lead, chases every shadow in the search for her real identity, two seemingly unrelated events
from twenty years ago will come together in a dangerous explosion of truth. And with her very life at stake, Melanie will
fear that the family she loves the most may be the people she should trust the least.
My name is Nicky Frank. I'm in hospital after crashing my car. I am afraid. The only thing that I can think about is Vero. I
know I have to save her but why couldn't I find her? She's just a little girl. The man standing in my hospital room tells me
we are married but there is no Vero. That six months ago I suffered a traumatic brain injury which caused changes to my
personality. I have dramatic mood swings, an inability to concentrate and large gaps in my memory. I'm much easier to
anger these days. And I drink. All of which he says explains the car accident and my confusion. Now a Sergeant Wyatt
Foster is investigating. He has questions about the car accident. He has concerns about my husband. And he's worried
about a missing girl. He would like to know what happened to me. So would I. My name is Nicky Frank. This is my life.
Watch me crash and burn.
You have good reason to be afraid. . . . It was a case that haunts Bobby Dodge to this day—the case that nearly killed him
and changed his life forever. Now, in an underground chamber on the grounds of an abandoned Massachusetts mental
hospital, the gruesome discovery of six mummified corpses resurrects his worst nightmare: the return of a killer he
thought dead and buried. There’s no place to run. . . . Bobby’s only lead is wrapped around a dead woman’s neck.
Annabelle Granger has been in hiding for as long as she can remember. Her childhood was a blur of new cities and
assumed identities. But what—or who—her family was running from, she never knew. Now a body is unearthed from a
grave, wearing a necklace bearing Annabelle’s name, and the danger is too close to escape. This time, she’s not going
to run. You know he will find you. . . . The new threat could be the dead psychopath’s copycat, his protégé—or something
far more terrifying. Dodge knows the only way to find him is to solve the mystery of Annabelle Granger, and to do that he
must team up with his former lover, partner, and friend D. D. Warren from the Boston P.D. But the trail leads back to a
woman from Bobby’s past who may be every bit as dangerous as the new killer—a beautiful survivor-turned-avenger with
an eerie link to Annabelle. From its tense opening pages to its shocking climax, Hide is a thriller that delves into our
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deepest, darkest fears. Where there is no one to trust. Where there is no place left to hide. BONUS: This edition includes
a new afterword: Lights, Camera, Hide the movie!
When Bobby Dodge, a sniper with the Massachusetts State Police SWAT team, saves a woman and her young son from
her armed husband, he finds himself investigating the shooting of a man who had accused his wife of poisoning their son.
What would you do if the man of your dreams hides the soul of a killer? Jim Beckett was everything she'd ever dreamed
of . . . But two years after Tess married the decorated cop and bore his child, she helped put him behind bars for
savagely murdering ten women. Even locked up in a maximum security prison, he vowed he would come after her and
make her pay. Now the cunning killer has escaped—and the most dangerous game of all begins. . . . After a lifetime of
fear, Tess will do something she's never done before. She's going to learn to protect her daughter and fight back, with the
help of a burned-out ex-marine. As the largest manhunt four states have ever seen mobilizes to catch Beckett, the clock
winds down to the terrifying reunion between husband and wife. And Tess knows that this time, her only choices are to
kill—or be killed.
THE SURVIVORS CLUB . . . that’s what Jillian Hayes, Carol Rosen, and Meg Pesaturo call it. They won’t consider
themselves victims. They are survivors. They helped lead the investigation that caught the man who changed their lives
forever. Now they are the prime suspects in his murder. Could three ordinary women have been driven to do the
unthinkable? Detective Sergeant Roan Griffin knows all too well what can drive even the best people to cross the line.
Has someone in the Survivors Club become a killer? And if so, can he blame her, let alone bring her to justice? “Starts
fast and never stops moving. Clever, complex, and original!”—Phillip Margolin “Has it all: provocative plotting, engaging
characters, and a razor-sharp emotional edge.”—Stephen White “This club is worth the dues.”—People BONUS: This
edition contains an excerpt from Lisa Gardner's Love You More, and a peek at the script for The Killing, AMC’s original
series, which tracks the murder of a Seattle teenager and the gripping investigation it sparks, only on AMC.
The Other DaughterA NovelBantam
The secrets of a picture perfect family are exposed in this “tour de force”* thriller from #1 New York Times bestselling author Lisa Gardner.
Ten minutes after walking the elite Back Bay townhouse and investigator Tessa Leoni already doesn’t like what she sees. Signs of an
abduction. Clearly the work of professionals. At best, the entire family has been kidnapped. At worst… The more Tessa learns about the
Denbe family, the less she likes their chances. What might have looked like the perfect existence—a powerful CEO, his adoring wife, their
angelic child—is not what it appears. Husband, wife, daughter—magazine perfect, but each hiding dark secrets… Tessa knows more than she’d
like to about families riddled with lies. What she doesn’t know is where the Denbes are and if any of them are still breathing. She’ll have to
climb over unbending feds and territorial local cops to find out, and if she’s not fast, the Denbes’ chances of survival will quickly become little
more than touch and go... *Associated Press
From the bestselling author of Alone and The Killing Hour comes a thriller that goes from heartbreaking to heartstopping in the blink of an
eye.… When someone you love vanishes without a trace, how far would you go to get them back? For ex-FBI profiler Pierce Quincy, it’s the
beginning of his worst nightmare: a car abandoned on a desolate stretch of Oregon highway, engine running, purse on the driver’s seat. And
his estranged wife, Rainie Conner, gone, leaving no clue to her fate. Did one of the ghosts from Rainie’s troubled past finally catch up with
her? Or could her disappearance be the result of one of the cases they’d been working– a particularly vicious double homicide or the
possible abuse of a deeply disturbed child Rainie took too close to heart? Together with his daughter, FBI agent Kimberly Quincy, Pierce is
battling the local authorities, racing against time, and frantically searching for answers to all the questions he’s been afraid to ask. One man
knows what happened that night. Adopting the alias of a killer caught eighty years before, he has already contacted the press. His terms are
clear: he wants money, he wants power, he wants celebrity. And if he doesn’t get what he wants, Rainie will be gone for good. Sometimes,
no matter how much you love someone, it’s still not enough. As the clock winds down on a terrifying deadline, Pierce plunges headlong into
the most desperate hunt of his life, into the shattering search for a killer, a lethal truth, and for the love of his life, who may forever be…gone.
Detective D. D. Warren must consult one killer to catch another in this taut thriller from the #1 New York Times bestselling “master of
psychological suspense” (Associated Press). They were daughters of a monster—a father who slaughtered eight prostitutes before dying
himself. Dr. Adeline Glen left the nightmare behind, and now she specializes in pain management. Her sister, Shana Day, followed in her
father’s violent footsteps, first killing at age fourteen and being incarcerated for more than twenty-five years. After a brutal attack, Boston
Detective D. D. Warren needs Adeline’s professional help to recover physically. But when a new psychopath known as the Rose Killer
begins a reign of terror, D. D. must also consult the insane Shana—who claims she can help catch the madman. D. D. may not be back on the
job, but she is back on the hunt. Because the Rose Killer isn’t just targeting lone women; he’s targeting D. D. And she knows there’s only
one way to take him down...
Een FBI agente, hoogzwanger, wordt benaderd door een jong hoertje met informatie over jonge meisjes die spoorloos verdwijnen.
“A suspenseful roller-coaster ride.”—Karin Slaughter • “Lisa Gardner always delivers heart-stopping suspense.”—Harlan Coben He knows
everything about you—including the first place you’ll hide. On a warm summer night in one of Boston’s working-class neighborhoods, an
unthinkable crime has been committed: Four members of a family have been brutally murdered. The father—and possible suspect—now lies
clinging to life in the ICU. Murder-suicide? Or something worse? Veteran police detective D. D. Warren is certain of only one thing: There’s
more to this case than meets the eye. Danielle Burton is a survivor, a dedicated nurse whose passion is to help children at a locked-down
pediatric psych ward. But she remains haunted by a family tragedy that shattered her life nearly twenty-five years ago. The dark anniversary
is approaching, and when D. D. Warren and her partner show up at the facility, Danielle immediately realizes: It has started again. A devoted
mother, Victoria Oliver has a hard time remembering what normalcy is like. But she will do anything to ensure that her troubled son has some
semblance of a childhood. She will love him no matter what. Nurture him. Keep him safe. Protect him. Even when the threat comes from
within her own house. The lives of these three women unfold and connect in unexpected ways, as sins from the past emerge—and stunning
secrets reveal just how tightly blood ties can bind. Sometimes the most devastating crimes are the ones closest to home.
From #1 New York Times bestselling author Lisa Gardner, a thrilling new novel that sends Frankie Elkin into the woods in search of a lost
man--and the shocking truth about why he went missing in the first place. Frankie Elkin, who readers first met in Before She Disappeared,
learns of a young man who has gone missing in a national forest. Law enforcement has abandoned the search but a crew of people led by
the young man's father are still looking. Sensing a father's desperation, Frankie agrees to help--but soon sees that a missing person isn't all
that's wrong here. And when more people start to vanish, Frankie realizes she's up against something very dark--and she's running out of
time.
#1 New York Times bestselling author Lisa Gardner unites three of her most beloved characters—Detective D D Warren, Flora Dane, and
Kimberly Quincy—in a twisty new thriller, as they investigate a mysterious murder from the past . . . which points to a dangerous and chilling
present-day crime. FBI Special Agent Kimberly Quincy and Sergeant Detective D D Warren have built a task force to follow the digital bread
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crumbs left behind by deceased serial kidnapper Jacob Ness. When a disturbing piece of evidence is discovered in the hills of Georgia, they
bring Flora Dane and true-crime savant Keith Edgar to a small town where something seems to be deeply wrong. What at first looks like a
Gothic eeriness soon hardens into something much more sinister . . . and they discover that for all the evil Jacob committed while alive, his
worst secret is still to be revealed. Quincy and DD must summon their considerable skills and experience to crack the most disturbing case of
their careers—and Flora must face her own past directly in the hope of saving others.

The past isn't over.... An unspeakable act has ripped apart the idyllic town of Bakersville, Oregon, and its once-peaceful residents
are demanding quick justice. But though a boy has confessed to the horrific crime, evidence shows he may not be guilty. Officer
Rainie Conner, leading her first homicide investigation, stands at the center of the controversy. It's hitting too close to home,
bringing back her worst nightmares, threatening to expose her secret sins. But with the boy's life at stake, she won't let anything
stop her from finding the real killer. With the help of FBI profiler Pierce Quincy, Rainie comes closer to a deadly truth than she can
imagine. Because out there in the shadows a man watches her and plots his next move. He knows her secrets. He kills for sport.
He's already brought death to Bakersville and forever shattered the community. But what he has really come for is Rainie -- and he
won't leave until he has destroyed her....
WHO DO YOU LOVE? One question, a split-second decision, and Brian Darby lies dead on the kitchen floor. His wife, state police
trooper Tessa Leoni, claims to have shot him in self-defense, and bears the bruises to back up her tale. For veteran detective D.
D. Warren it should be an open-and-shut case. But where is their six-year-old daughter? AND HOW FAR WOULD YOU GO . . . As
the homicide investigation ratchets into a frantic statewide search for a missing child, D. D. Warren must partner with former lover
Bobby Dodge to break through the blue wall of police brotherhood, seeking to understand the inner workings of a trooper’s mind
while also unearthing family secrets. Would a trained police officer truly shoot her own husband? And would a mother harm her
own child? . . . TO SAVE HER? For Tessa Leoni, the worst has not yet happened. She is walking a tightrope, with nowhere to turn,
no one to trust, as the clock ticks down to a terrifying deadline. She has one goal in sight, and she will use every ounce of her
training, every trick at her disposal, to do what must be done. No sacrifice is too great, no action unthinkable. A mother knows who
she loves. And all others will be made to pay. Love you more . . .
THE #1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER! Another twisty bestselling thriller from Lisa Gardner featuring Pierce Quincy and
Rainie Conner as they take on a case that hits far too close to home. Eight years ago, Sharlah May Nash's older brother beat their
drunken father to death with a baseball bat in order to save both of their lives. Now thirteen years old, Sharlah has finally moved
on. About to be adopted by retired FBI profiler Pierce Quincy and his partner, Rainie Conner, Sharlah loves one thing best about
her new family: They are all experts on monsters. Then the call comes in. A double murder at a local gas station, followed by
reports of an armed suspect shooting his way through the wilds of Oregon. As Quincy and Rainie race to assist, they are forced to
confront mounting evidence: The shooter may very well be Sharlah's older brother, Telly Ray Nash, and it appears his killing spree
has only just begun. As the clock winds down on a massive hunt for Telly, Quincy and Rainie must answer two critical questions:
Why after eight years has this young man started killing again? And what does this mean for Sharlah? Once upon a time,
Sharlah's big brother saved her life. Now, she has two questions of her own: Is her brother a hero or a killer? And how much will it
cost her new family before they learn the final, shattering truth? Because as Sharlah knows all too well, the biggest danger is the
one standing right behind you.
Lisa Gardner's runaway New York Times bestseller—a fast-paced thrill ride featuring Detective D. D. Warren. Seven years ago,
carefree college student Flora Dane was kidnapped while on spring break. For 472 days, Flora learned just how much one person
can endure. Miraculously alive after her ordeal, Flora has spent the past five years reacquainting herself with the rhythms of
normal life, working with her FBI victim advocate, Samuel Keynes. She has a mother who’s never stopped loving her, a brother
who is scared of the person she’s become, and a bedroom wall covered with photos of other girls who’ve never made it home.
When Boston detective D. D. Warren is called to the scene of a crime—a dead man and the bound, naked woman who killed
him—she learns that Flora has tangled with three other suspects since her return to society. Is Flora a victim or a vigilante? And
with her firsthand knowledge of criminal behavior, could she hold the key to rescuing a missing college student whose abduction
has rocked Boston? When Flora herself disappears, D.D. realizes a far more sinister predator is out there. One who’s determined
that this time, Flora Dane will never escape. And now it is all up to D. D. Warren to find her.
THE INSTANT NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER From #1 New York Times bestselling author Lisa Gardner, a propulsive thriller
featuring an ordinary woman who will stop at nothing to find the missing people that the rest of the world has forgotten Frankie
Elkin is an average middle-aged woman, a recovering alcoholic with more regrets than belongings. But she spends her life doing
what no one else will--searching for missing people the world has stopped looking for. When the police have given up, when the
public no longer remembers, when the media has never paid attention, Frankie starts looking. A new case brings her to Mattapan,
a Boston neighborhood with a rough reputation. She is searching for Angelique Badeau, a Haitian teenager who vanished from her
high school months earlier. Resistance from the Boston PD and the victim's wary family tells Frankie she's on her own--and she
soon learns she's asking questions someone doesn't want answered. But Frankie will stop at nothing to discover the truth, even if
it means the next person to go missing could be her.
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